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REMOVABLE SETS FOR
POINTWISE SUBHARMONIC FUNCTIONS

BY

VICTOR L. SHAPIRO«

Abstract. Pointwise subharmonic is defined in terms of the pointwise L1 total

derivative of order 2. The class s?(x*, r») is introduced for the ball B(x*, rt), and the

following theorem is established : Let Q be a Borel set of Lebesgue measure zero

contained in B(x*, /•*). Then a necessary and sufficient condition that Q be removable

for pointwise subharmonic functions with respect to the class ¿#(x*, r») is that Q be

countable. It is also shown that the class sá(x*, r») is in a certain sense best possible

for the sufficiency of the above theorem.

1. Introduction. We shall operate in V-dimensional Euclidean space, EN,

N^2, and use the notation x = (xx,..., xN), \x\2 = xx+ ■ ■ ■ +X2,, and B(x, r) = the

open A'-ball with center x and radius r. Also, we shall adopt the convention that if

P(x) is a polynomial of degree less than zero, then P(x) is identically zero. We say

the function u(x) is in T¿(x°), «i —N,if u(x) is in L1 in a neighborhood of the point

x°, and if there is a polynomial P(x) of degree strictly less than a such that

r~N i       \u(x° + x)-P(x)\ dx = 0(ra)   asr-^0.
JB(O.r)

We say u(x) is in tl(x°) if u(x) is in T¿(x°) and if there is a polynomial P(x) of

degree ;§ a such that

r~N \        \u(x° + x)-P(x)\ dx = o(ra)    asr^O.
JBiO.r)

If u(x) is in t2(x°), i.e., u has an L1 total differential at x° of order 2, and

P(x) = ß0+2 ßi^ + 2-1 2  2 ht***
J=l i = l Jc = l

with ßjk = ßkj for j, k=l,..., N, we shall set Dju(x°) = ßj and Djku(x°) = ßjk. It is

clear that D¡u(x°), Djku(x°) represent respectively generalizations of the usual

du(x°)/dXj and 82u(x°)/dx,- dxk. (The classes T2(x°) and t2(x°) were originally

defined in [1].)
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The function u will be said to be pointwise subharmonic at x°, if u is in t2(x°)

and2f=iDjiU(x0)^0.

Let G be a domain in EN. Then following Radó [3, 1.1], we shall say u is sub-

harmonic in G if u meets conditions (a), (b), (c), and (d) where

(a) — oo S u(x) < + oo for x in G;

(b) u is not identically -co in G;

(c) u is upper semicontinuous in G; and

(d) if G' is a domain such that G' ( = the closure of G') is contained in G and if

H is continuous in G', harmonic in G', and ^m on 8G', then ffâ« in G'.

Let B(x*, r*), r*>0, be a given open ball in EN. We shall say u is in the class

s/(x*, r*) if « meets conditions (1.1) and (1.2) where

(1.1) u is in L1 on compact subsets of B(x*, r*) and

(1.2) for every x in B(x*, r*),

u is in t2-N(x)   for N ^ 3

and

lim [r2 log (l/r)]"l f        |M(j»)| a> = 0
r-*0 JB{x,n

for A = 2.

We shall say m is in the class 3S(x*, r%) if u meets condition (1.1) and (1.3) where

(1.3) for every x in B(x*, r*),

u is in Fi(tf_2)(x)   for N ^ 3

and

lim sup ir2 log (l/rYT1 \u(v)\ dy < oo    for N = 2.lim sup [r2 log (l/r)]  x |"(>0| dy
r->0 Jß(x,r)

^(x*, r*) is the natural widening of the class s/(x*, r*); so if one proves a

theorem which is true for sJ(x*, r*) and false for 38(x*, r#) the result is then in a

certain sense best possible.

Next, let Q be a Borel set of Lebesgue measure zero contained in B(x*, r*).

We introduce two conditions which will be used in defining the concept of a

removable set for pointwise subharmonic functions in B(x*, r*); namely

(i) u is in T2(x) for x in B(x*, r*)— g; and

(ii) u is pointwise subharmonic almost everywhere in B(x*, r*).

It is clear that if u is in Ti(x) then

(1.4) limlFOcr)!-1 f       u(y) dy
r-*0 Jb(ï,d

exists and is finite where \B(x, r)\ designates the A-volume of B(x, r). In the

sequel it will always be assumed that if u is T2(x) then u is defined at x by the limit

in (1.4). In particular, if u meets condition (i) above, then u is well defined in

B(x*,r*)-Q.

We shall say that the Borel set Q of Lebesgue measure zero is a removable set

for pointwise subharmonic functions with respect to the class s/(x*, r*) provided

the following holds :
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If u meets conditions (i) and (ii) stated above and u is also in class só(x*, r*),

then u can be defined at the points of Q so that u is subharmonic in B(x*, r*).

We intend to establish the following result :

Theorem. Let Q be a Borel set of Lebesgue measure zero contained in B(x*, r»),

r* > 0. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that Q be removable for pointwise

subharmonic functions with respect to the class sé(x*, r*) is that Q be countable.

Before proceeding with the proof of the above theorem we first observe that the

sufficiency is in a certain sense best possible, i.e., it is false for the class Sd(x*, r*).

To see this fact set u(x)=\x — x*\2~N for N^3 and u(x) = log \x — x*\~1 for A7 = 2.

Then u is in F1 on every compact subset of EN, and an easy computation shows

that u is indeed in class SS(x*, r*) for any r* >0, i.e., (1.3) holds for x* (it obviously

holds for x^x*). Also, it is clear that u meets conditions (i) and (ii) above with

Q = {x*}. If Q were a removable set for pointwise subharmonic functions with

respect to the class 3S(x*, r¿), then in particular according to conditions (a) and

(c) above, u could be assigned a value at x* different from +oo and still be upper

semicontinuous at x*. This is manifestly impossible. Our observation is therefore

established.

Also, before proceeding with the proof of the above theorem, we would like to

point out that this paper is motivated by and is (in certain respects) a sequel to our

paper [5]. However, unlike our paper [5], we shall not make any explicit use of the

theory of multiple trigonometric series.

2. Proof of the necessary condition. Let Q<^B(x*, r*) be an uncountable Borel

set of Lebesgue measure zero. As is well known there is a perfect subset Qx <= Q

[2, p. 205], and there exists a nonnegative Borel measure p. of total mass one having

its support contained in Qx, possessing the additional property

(2.1) ß[B(x, r)] -> 0   mr-tOfotxinQt.

For x in B(x*, r*)— Qx, we define

u(x)=  f    \x-y\-N + 2dß(y)   for N ä 3

and

u(x) =       log |x—j|_1 dßiy)   for N = 2
JQl

and observe that u has the following properties :

(2.2) w is in F1^**, r*)];

(2.3) u is harmonic F(x*, r*)— Qx;

(2.4) — u can be defined at the points of Qx so that — u is subharmonic in

Bix*, r«) [3, 4.26].
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Next, we show that u meets condition (1.2) so that u is indeed in class s/(x*, r*).

We do this for N=2; a similar proof will prevail for Nt 3, and we leave the details

to the reader.

Let x° be in B(x*, r*) and let e>0 be given. If we can show

(2.5) lim sup [r2 log (l/r)]'1 f       \u(x° + x)\ dx
r-0 J«0,r)

< -ne

then condition (1.2) will follow for u.

Since the support of p. is contained in Qx, it follows from (2.1) that p[B(x°, r)] -^- 0

as r^O. Consequently there exists a 8 with 0<8<^ such that p.[B(x°, 8)]<e.

Setting Q6=Qxn [E2-B(x°, 8)], we observe that

dx        log \x° + x—y\   1
Jß(0,r) jQt

dp.(y) = o[r2 log (l/r)]    asr-^0.

Consequently, it follows from the definition of u and this last fact that (2.5) will

follow if we show that

(2.6) lim sup [r2 log (l/r)] - %(r) = 0
r->0

and

(2.7) limsuptrMogil/r)]-1/^)^™,
r->0

where, for 0 < 2r < 8, we define

g(y, r) = log\x° + x-y\   1 dx,
JB(0,r)

h(r)=  [   o     g(y,r)dp.(y),
jB(xu,2r)

and

h(r) =  f   , ,     g(y, r) dp.(y).
JflU ,<S)-BU ,2r)

Now, for |x°— y\ <2r,

g(y,r) ^ log |jc|_1fiix:
jB(0,3r)

S 0[r2 log (l/r)]   asr-^0.

Since p\B(x°, 2r)] -> 0 as r -> 0, we conclude from this last fact that (2.6) does

indeed hold.

On the other hand, for \x°-y\^2r, g(y, r) = nr2 log \x°-y I'1, and we con-

sequently obtain that

h(r) ^ «r2 log (2r)-1p.[B(x°, 8)].
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Since by assumption, p[Bix°, 8)] < e, we see that (2.7) is established and therefore

that u is in class s#ix*, r+).

Suppose that Q is a removable set for pointwise subharmonic functions with

respect to the class séix*, r*). Then since ßicö» it follows from (2.3) and the

fact that u is in ^/(x*, r*) that u can be defined at the points of Qx so that u is

subharmonic in 7i(x*, r*). But then it follows [3, p. 8] that

lim 15(0, r)\ -1 f       uix+y) dy = u(x)
r->0 JB(O.r)

for every x in F(x*, r*). We consequently conclude from (2.4) that u can be defined

at the points of Qx so that u is harmonic in F(x*, r#). We shall show that this fact

leads to a contradiction.

Let Six, r) designate the (V— l)-sphere which is the boundary of F(x, r), and

let dSix) designate its natural (A— l)-dimensional volume element.

Since gi ¡s a compact subset of 5(x*, r*), there exists rx with 0<ri <r„ such

that Qx<^Bix*,rx). Therefore it follows from the divergence theorem and the

harmonicity of u that

(2.8) f (grad u, n) dSix) = 0
Js(*',r.)

where n(x) represents the outward pointing unit normal at x.

On the other hand, it follows from the definition of u, Fubini's theorem and an

easy computation that jS(x, u) (grad u, n) dSix) equals a nonzero multiple of ßiQx).

But then it follows from (2.8) that ßiQx) = 0. This is a contradiction to the fact that

ß was chosen so that p-iQx)= 1. Consequently, Q is not a removable set for point-

wise subharmonic functions with respect to the class j/(x*, r*), and the necessary

condition of the theorem is established.

3. Fundamental lemmas.    We first prove the following lemma:

Lemma 1. Let vix) be subharmonic in the punctured ball 5(x°, r0) — {x0}. Suppose

furthermore that vix) is in class .s/(x0, r0). Then vix) can be defined at x° so that it is

subharmonic in 7?(x°, r0).

With no loss in generality, we suppose x° = 0. Next, we set t> + (x) = max [i>(x), 0]

and observe that r + (x) is subharmonic in 5(0, r0) — {0}. Also, we obtain from

[3, 1.12] that v + ix) is in F^SÍO, r)] with respect to the natural (N — l)-measure on

5(0, r) for 0<r<ro. With 1^(0, r)\ designating the (A- l)-volume of the iN- 1)-

sphere 5(0, r), we furthermore obtain from [3, 1.13] that

(3.1) &iv + ,r)= |S(0, l)!"1 Í       v + irx)dSix)
Js(0,l)

is a convex function of $(/) for 0 < r < r0 where

O(r) = log r for N = 2, and
(3.2)

= r-" + 2/i-N+2)    for N ^3.
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From elementary properties of convex functions, it follows from this fact that the

following limit exists:

(3.3) limJSf(t^r)/[-0(r)].
T-0

If this last limit is zero, it follows from [3, 7.17] that v can be defined at 0 so that

it is subharmonic in B(0, r0).

Let us suppose that the limit in (3.3) is not equal to zero. Then there is an «>0

and an rx with 0 < rx < min (1, r0) such that

SC(v + , r) 5 e[-4>(r)]    for 0 < r < rx.

But then it follows from this last fact that, for 0<r<r1;

f       \v(x)\dx^  ¡' p"-1^(v + ,p)\S(0,l)\dp
(3 4") JB(O.r) JO

^   -e\S(0, 1)| JV-KDOOrfp.

We conclude from (3.2) and (3.4) that respectively for A^3 and N=2,

lim inf r"2 \v(x)\ dx Z e\S(0, \)\/2(N-2)   and
(3.5) ~* Jm°-r)

lim inf [r2 log (l/r)]-1 f       |t;(jc)| dx ^ e\S(0, l)|/2.
r-*0 JBCO.r)

On the other hand, by assumption, v is in s/(0, r0); so in particular, for A^3,

v is in t2-n(0) and for N=2,

lim [r2 log (l/r)]'2 f       \v(x)\ dx = 0.
r->0 JB(O.r)

In either case, therefore, the fact that v is in s/(0, r0) constitutes a contradiction to

(3.5). We conclude, consequently, that the limit in (3.3) must be zero. Therefore,

v can be defined at 0 so that it is subharmonic in F(0, r0), and the proof to the

lemma is complete.

(Before proceeding, with reference to the last paragraph in the Introduction,

we would like to point out that one dimensional trigonometric series and the

theory of spherical harmonics appear implicitly in the proof of the above lemma.)

If v is in LX(G) where G is a domain and if B(x, A0) c G, we shall set for 0 < A < h0

(3.6) «»(*)= ¡FífXA)!-1 Í       v(x+y)dy
jB(O.h)

and define respectively the upper and lower generalized Laplacian of v at x,

A*v(x) and A^v(x), to be

(3.7) A*v(x) = 2(N + 2) lim sup [vh(x) - v(x)]/h2,
»l-»0

and

(3.8) A*i»(jc) = 2(N+ 2) lim inf [vh(x) - v(x)]/h2.
»>->0
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We next prove the following lemma:

Lemma 2. Let v be a function defined in B(x°, r0), r0 > 0, with the following proper-

ties: v is upper semicontinuous in B(x°, r0); v is in L1[B(x°, r0)]; — cof£t>(x)< +oo

for x in B(x°, r0). Also, let g be a function defined in B(x°, r0) with the following

properties: there exists a finite negative constant M such that A7ág(x)á0/or x in

B(x°, r0); g(x) = 0 almost everywhere in B(x°, r0). Suppose g(x)^A*v(x) for x in

B(x°, r0). Then v is subharmonic in B(x°, r0).

The proof of the above lemma is similar to the proof of [5, Lemma 5], but

different enough, nevertheless, to warrant that it be given in complete detail here.

(Incidentally, in the proof of [5, Lemma 5], 0<r0< 1 should read 0<r0<^ and in

[5, (3.36)] for x in 5(0, r0) should read for almost every x in 5(0, r0).)

With no loss in generality, we suppose x° = 0 and 0<r0<i- Next, we invoke the

Vitali-Caratheodory theorem [4, p. 75] to obtain a sequence {gk}k = x with the

following properties:

(3.9) gk(x)úgk+x(x)úg(x) for x in 5(0, r0) and k= 1, 2,... ;

(3.10) gk is upper semicontinuous in 5(0, r0);

(3.11)^isinF1[5(0,r0)],Â:=l,2,...;

(3.12) limfc_00 gk(x) = 0 for almost every x in 5(0, r0).

Since the supremum of two upper semicontinuous functions is upper semi-

continuous, we can also suppose that

(3.13) Múgk(x)úg(x) for k=l, 2,....

We set, for x in 5(0, r0),

vk(x) = [(JV-2)[S(0, I)!]"1 f        gk(y)\x-y\2-N dy   for N ^ 3,
(3.14) jB<0,ro>

-<2"fcl*£        gÁy)^oe\x-y\-í dy for N = 2,
JB(0,ro)

and observe using (3.9) through (3.13) that vk has the following properties:

(3.15) there is a finite negative constant M' such that M'Svk(x)^0 for x in

5(0, r0) and £=1,2,...;

(3.16) vk is upper semicontinuous in 5(0, r0) for k= 1, 2,... ;

(3.17) lim,,...,*, vk(x) = 0 for every x in 5(0, r0);

(3.18) A,t>fc(jc)g; -gk(x) for x in 5(0, r0).

From the hypothesis of the lemma, (3.15), and (3.16) we observe that, for each

positive integer k, — oo ̂  v(x) + vk(x) < + oo for x in 5(0, r0) and v + vk is upper

semicontinuous in 5(0, r0). Also from the hypothesis of the lemma, (3.9), and

(3.18), we have for each positive integer k that

(3.19) A*[v + vk](x) ä A*v(x) + A*vk(x) ä 0   for x in 5(0, /•„).

We conclude from [3, 3.7] that

(3.20) v + vk is subharmonic in 5(0, r0) for k= 1, 2,....
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Let x' be a point in B(0, r0) with the property that v(x') > — oo. Let A' designate the

distance of x' to S(0, r0). Then from (3.15), (3.20) and [3, 1.7] we have that

(3.21) v(x') + vk(x') ̂  vh(x') + [vk]h(x') for 0 < A < A' and A = 1, 2,....

On the other hand it follows from (3.15) and (3.17) that lim,^«, [vk]h(x') = 0 for

0<A<A'. We conclude from this fact, (3.17) and (3.21) that

(3.22) v(x') Ú vh(x') for 0 < A < A'.

Consequently, it follows from (3.22) and the hypothesis of the lemma that v is

in the class K3 with respect to B(0, r0), where the class K3 is defined in [3, 2.2].

But then we conclude from [3, 2.3] that v is indeed subharmonic in .8(0, r0). The

proof to the lemma is therefore complete.

4. Proof of the sufficiency condition of the theorem. With no loss in generality

we assume that x* = 0 and 0<r*<^. Also with no loss in generality, we assume

that Q is countably infinite and write

(4.1) Ô =  Ü fe}i = i

where q,^qk foryVA, j, k=\, 2,....

By assumption u is in T2(x) for x in B(0, r*)— Q. Consequently, lim^o uh(x)

exists and is finite in B(0, r%)— Q, and as mentioned in the introduction we assume

that u(x) is defined for x in B(0, r*)— Q by this limit. For x in Q we define u(x) as

follows :

(4.2) u(x) = lim sup uh(x).
K-+0

The function u is now defined at every point in B(0, r*). We intend to show that u

so defined is actually subharmonic in B(0, r*).

In order to do this, we observe that JB(0,1).yJ dy = 0 for j= 1,..., N, and obtain

from the fact that u is in T£(x) for jc in B(0, r*) — Q that

(4.3) uh(x) - u(x) = 0(h2)   as A -* 0 for x in F(0, r*) - Q.

Also, observing that JB(0ih) y¡yk dy = 0 for j+k,j, k= 1,..., N, and that

f       yj dy = |F(0, A)|A2/(A+2)   for; = 1,..., N,
Jb(o,ä)

we obtain from (3.7), (3.8), and the fact that u is pointwise subharmonic almost

everywhere in B(0, r*) that

(4.4) 0 ^ A*u(x) = A*u(x) < + oo    almost everywhere in B(0, r*).

Next, we define the set Z as follows :

Z = {x : for every r such that 0 < r < r#— \x\,
(4 5)

u is not subharmonic in B(x, r)}.
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In other words, y is in 5(0, r*)-Z if there is some open neighborhood containing

y in which u is actually subharmonic. If Z is empty the theorem is proved. We shall

assume, therefore, that Z is nonempty and arrive at a contradiction. Before pro-

ceeding, we observe that

(4.6) Z is closed relative to B(0, r*).

We now proceed with the proof and let A0 designate the first integer strictly

greater than 3/r*. Then for AgA0, we define

Ak = {x : \uh(x)-uh,(x)\ ^ kh2 for 0 < A' ^ A < A"1

and \x\ S r*-2A-1}

and observe that for A^A0, Ak is a closed set. Also, we observe from (4.3) that

(4.8) if x is in B(0, r*)— Q, then there exists an integer A such that x is in Ak.

We furthermore observe that

(4.9) Ak<=Ak+1   forA^Ao.

Next for A ̂  A0, we define

Fk = {x : \x\ ^ r* — 3/A, and, for all A such that(4.10) i   l -   *      i ?

0 < A < A"1, \uh(x+y)-uh(x)\ <, kh for |j»| <= A}

and observe that for A ä A0, Fk is a closed set.

Let x° be in ß(0, r*) and suppose that u is in F21(x°). Then m is in Tl(x°) and

therefore, for A sufficiently small, and | v | ^ A

kíy+^-KfcíX0)!   ¿   \B(0, h)\-A[ [U(X°+y+p)-U(X0+p)] dp

¿ IFÍO.A)!-1 i       |M(x°+j+/»)-M(x°)|a>+0(A)
JB(0,»i)

á 15(0, A) | -1 ( | u(x° +p)- u(x°) | <$» + 0(A)
' Jb(0,2W;B(0,2ä)

^ O(A)   as A -^ 0,

We consequently conclude that

(4.11) if* is in 5(0, r*)- Q, then there exists an integer A such that x is in Ffc.

Also it follows from (4.10) that

(4.12) Fkc=Fk+x   for k^ k0.

It consequently follows from (4.1), (4.8), (4.9), (4.10), and (4.11) that

(4.13) Zcy  (AknFk)u Ufe}-
k = k0 i = 1
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From (4.6), Z is closed relative to 5(0, /•*). It follows, therefore, from Baire's

theorem [4, p. 54] and (4.13) that if Z is nonempty, at least one of the sets Ak n Fk

or {q,),j, k=l,2,..., must be dense in a portion of Z (= a nonempty intersection

of Z with an open ball). Recalling that Ak n Fk is a closed set, we see then that if

Z is nonempty we are faced with one (or both) of two cases:

Case I. There exists B(qJ0, r0), r0>0, with B(qJ0, r0)'=B(0, r*), such that

(4.14) u is subharmonic in B(qJ0, r0) — {qjo}, and

(4.15) <?;oisinZ.

Case II. There exists B(x°, r0), r0>0, with 5(x°, r0)^5(0, r*) and there exists

Akl n Fkl such that

(4.16) Z n 5(x°, r0) is nonempty, and

(4.17) ZnB(x°,r0)c=AkinFkl.

If we show that each case leads to a contradiction (and therefore neither Case I

nor Case II holds), the proof to the theorem will be complete, for then Z must be

empty.

To show that Case I leads to a contradiction, we observe, from (4.14), the fact

that u is in ¿#(qio, r0), and, from Lemma 1, that u can be assigned a value at qja

such that u is subharmonic in B(qio, r0). From well-known properties of subhar-

monic functions [3, p. 8], the value that we assign to u at qJ0 is the following limit

which we now know exists: limh_0 uh(qJ0). But by (4.2), this is the original way

we defined u at qJ0. We conclude that qJ0 is not in Z, which is a contradiction to

(4.15).
To show that Case II leads to a contradiction, we first observe from (4.7) and

(4.17) that

(4.18) lim uh(x) exists and is finite for x in Z n 5(x°, r0).
ft-0

Consequently, from (4.2) and the definition of u in 5(0, r*)— Q, we conclude that

(4.19) u(x) is finite valued for x in Z n B(x°, r0).

Observing that we now have that lim„_0 m,,(x) = w(x) for x in Z n 5(x°, r0), we

obtain from (4.7) and (4.17) that

(4.20) \uh(x)-u(x)\ ^ kxh2   for 0 < h < fcf1 and x in Z n B(x°, r0),

and consequently that

-2(N+2)kx < A„,w(x) < A*u(x)
(4.21) ~

^ 2(N+2)kx   for x in Z n 5(x°, r0).

Now if x is in 5(x°, r0)—[Z n 5(x°, r0)], it follows that u is subharmonic in an

open ball centered at x. We consequently have that

(4.22) -co ^ u(x) < +00   for x in 5(x°, r0)-[Z n 5(x°, r0)],

(4.23) u is upper semicontinuous in 5(x°, r0)-[Zn 5(x°, r0)],
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and furthermore from [3, 1.7] that

(4.24) 0 á A*u(x)   for x in B(x°, r0)-[Z n B(x°, r0)].

We conclude first of all from (4.19) and (4.22) that

(4.25) -co á u(x) < +00   for x in B(x°, r0).

Next we set g(x) = min [0, A*u(x)] and observe from (4.4), (4.21) and (4.24) that

there is a positive integer kx such that -2(A+2)A1 ^ g(x) ^ 0 for all

x in B(x°, r0), and g(x) = 0 almost everywhere in B(x°, r0).

Also, we have that

(4.27) g(x) ^ A*u(x)   for x in B(x°, r0).

We next establish the following fact :

(4.28) u is upper semicontinuous in B(x°, r0).

In order to establish (4.28), it follows from (4.23) that we need only establish

that u is upper semicontinuous at points x in Z n B(x°, r0). Consequently, let x'

be a point in Z n B(x°, r0). If we show that

(4.29) u is upper semicontinuous at x',

then (4.28) will be established.

Since for each A with 0<A<Af l, uh(x) is a continuous function for x restricted

to the closed setZ n B(x°, r0), we have from (4.20) that u(x) is a continuous function

for x restricted to the set Z n B(x°, r0).

Consequently, since x' is in Z n B(x°, r0), given an e > 0, there exists rx > 0,

with the following properties :

(4.30) B(x', 4rx) <= B(x°, r0)

and

(4.31) \u(x)-u(y)\ < e   for xandyinZnB(x',4rx).

Also from (4.20), we have the existence of an Ao>0 such that

(4.32) 0 < A0 < min [r1( Ar1]

and

(4.33) \uh(x)-u(x)\ < e   for 0 < A ^ h0 and x in Z n F(x', 4^).

Next, we observe from (4.17) that Z n F(;c', 4r1)<=Ffcl. Consequently from (4.10),

we have the existence of an Aj > 0 such that

(4.34) 0 < hx ^ h0

and

(4.35) \uh(x+y)-uh(x)\ < e   for 0 < A ^ A1; \y\ ^ A, and ;c in Z n Fix', 4^).
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Observing from (4.32) and (4.34) that 0<hx <rx, we propose to show now that

(4.36) u(x) < w(x') + 3e   for x in 5(x', hx),

which fact will establish (4.29) and therefore (4.28).

If x is in Z n 5(x', hx), we conclude from (4.34), (4.32), and (4.31) that (4.36)

holds. If x is in 5(x', hx) —[Zn B(x', hx)], let h2 designate the distance from x to

Z, and let z be a point in Z such that \x — z\ =h2. Then 0<h2^hx, and u is sub-

harmonic in 5(x, h2). Therefore, we obtain from [3, 1.7] that u(x)^uhz(x). Since z

is in 5(x', 2rx) n Z, we have from (4.35), (4.33) and (4.31) that

u(x) á Uh2(x) ^ Uhi[z) + s á u(z) + 2e ^ w(x') + 3e.

Consequently, (4.36) is established. Therefore (4.29) is established, and we con-

clude that (4.28) holds.

Before proceeding with the establishment of the fact that Case II leads to a

contradiction, we observe from (1.1) [since u is in class ¿tf(0, r*)] that

(4.37) «isinFH^xVo)].

To show that Case II does indeed lead to a contradiction, we see from (4.25),

(4.26), (4.27), (4.28), (4.37), and Lemma 2 that u is subharmonic in B(x°, r0). But

then ZnB(x°,r0) is empty, and we have a contradiction to (4.16). Therefore

Case II does not hold.

Since both Case I and Case II do not hold, Z must be empty. We conclude,

therefore, that u is indeed subharmonic in 5(0, r*), and the proof of the theorem

is complete.
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